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Executive Summary  
 
 

he market for personal mobility is changing rapidly due to shifting social and cultural trends, 
as well as technological advances such as smartphones, information processing, and 

widespread data connectivity. Mobility on Demand (MOD) is an innovative transportation 
concept. On the supply side, transportation providers manage mobility rather than traffic through 
demand-responsive service, shifting use to alternate modes. On the demand side, mobility 
consumers reserve, dispatch, or use innovative mobility, public transportation, and goods-
delivery strategies in place of privately owned vehicles. The most-advanced forms of MOD 
incorporate trip planning and booking, real-time information, and fare payment into a single-user 
interface. Modes facilitated through MOD providers can include carsharing, bikesharing, 
ridesharing, ridesourcing, or transportation network companies (TNCs), scooter sharing, 
microtransit, shuttle services, public transportation, and other emerging transportation solutions. 
Common goals among MOD providers can include:  
 

1. Offering short-term access to mobility solutions for users;  
2. Enhancing convenience by facilitating trip planning, payment, and other functions 

into a single interface;  
3. Providing cost savings since customers generally pay-per-use, often resulting in cost 

savings over private vehicle ownership, maintenance, repair, and insurance;  
4. Improving transportation network efficiency through enhanced traveler information, 

demand management, and pricing management mechanisms;  
5. Increasing mobility options (e.g., journeys previously inaccessible by a single mode, 

first-and-last mile connections, and additional service offerings during off-peak or high-
congestion travel times); and  

6. Urban goods delivery that reduces or eliminates the need for retail, shopping, and 
dining trips. Enablers of MOD include business models and partnerships, infrastructure, policies 
and regulations, and emerging technologies. 

 
On January 7, 2018, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the 

Transportation Research Board (TRB) of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine co-hosted this workshop on U.S. DOT’s MOD Initiative: Moving the Economy with 
Innovation and Understanding at the 97th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, 
held at the Walter E. Washington Convention Center in Washington, D.C. The workshop was 
sponsored by the following committees:  
  

• Emerging and Innovative Public Transport and Technologies Committee (AP020);  
• Shared-Use Mobility and Public Transit Subcommittee [AP020(1)];  
• Emerging Ridesharing Solutions Joint Subcommittee [AP020(2)];  
• Automated Transit Systems Committee (AP040);  
• Transportation Demand Management Committee (ABE50); and  
• Regional Transportation Systems Management and Operations Committee (AHB10). 

 

T 
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Organization of this workshop was made possible by the sponsoring committees and the 
organizing committee members: Susan Shaheen, Jeffrey Chernick, Bob Sheehan, Steve 
Mortensen, Prachi Vakharia, and Adam Cohen.  

The workshop facilitated a dialogue among more than 150 participants from public-sector 
organizations, private companies, nonprofit research groups, and educational institutions. The 
workshop featured U.S. DOT MOD Program leadership, thought leaders, and grantees (public 
agencies and vendors) from Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) MOD Sandbox. The 
workshop featured an introduction to the Intelligent Transportation Systems Joint Programs 
Office (ITS JPO) MOD Concept of Operations; a moderated panel with representatives from 
three MOD Sandbox sites; and a panel on big data, key metrics, and early findings. Government, 
industry, and academic thought leaders presented and participated in panel discussions with the 
audience about the pilot projects, research, and next steps, emphasizing the importance of 
public–private partnerships. In the second half of the workshop, attendees participated in 
interactive breakout sessions on opportunities and challenges from the public- and private-sector 
pertaining to: 

 
1. Managing/Understanding Pilot Data;  
2. Equity and Accessibility;  
3. Economic Impacts and Innovative Business Models; and  
4. Planning for MOD (land use, zoning).  
 
At the conclusion of the breakout sessions, each group reported back on next steps for 

advancing research and policy understanding in public transport innovation. 
Five key goals of the workshop included:  
 
• Discussing the interrelated nature of big data, equity, accessibility, economic impacts, 

and planning for MOD;  
• Enhancing public transit industry preparedness for MOD;  
• Advancing the dialogue between public organizations and private companies;  
• Exploring early lessons learned with three of the MOD Sandbox sites; and  
• Discussing current research and policy in light of rapidly evolving technology and 

service disruption.  
 

Dignitaries and industry experts spoke at length about lessons learned from U.S. DOT’s 
MOD Program including FTA’s ongoing MOD Sandbox program and the role of public–private 
partnerships. Key insights and discussion points from the workshop include 
 

• The U.S. DOT’s MOD Program is multimodal and supported across multiple U.S. 
DOT agencies and offices. 

• Lessons learned and best practices are still emerging from the MOD Sandbox with 
respect to public–private partnerships. Workshop participants had lots of questions pertaining to 
the structuring of public–private partnerships, revenue sharing, data sharing, and serving people 
with special needs. 

• The management and understanding of pilot data including the protection of personal 
privacy (i.e., how can data be stored and shared to protect privacy) and the safeguarding of 
proprietary data (i.e., identifying who owns proprietary data and who has access to the data) were 
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identified as two prominent issues requiring standardization and guidance to support future MOD 
public–private partnerships. 
 

This workshop synopsis covers findings and discussions from the event and summarizes 
the key topics explored throughout the day. The workshop commenced with introductions from 
the day’s facilitators: Shaheen from the University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley) and 
Chernick of RideAmigos, the respective chairs of the Shared-Use Mobility and Public Transit 
Subcommittee and Emerging Ridesharing Solutions Joint Subcommittee. Following participant 
introductions, summaries from the three expert panel sessions, along with key points made by 
each panel are provided. Next, interactive breakout sessions are discussed, along with a synopsis 
provided by the lead moderators. Please note that the breakouts were organized by 1) 
managing/understanding pilot data; 2) equity and accessibility; 3) economic impacts and 
innovative business models; and 4) planning for MOD (land use, zoning). Finally, closing 
thoughts and key takeaways from the workshop are presented. The workshop agenda is provided, 
along with key takeaways.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PUBLISHER’S NOTE  
 
The views expressed in this publication are those of the committee 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Transportation 
Research Board or the National Academies of Science, 
Engineering, and Medicine. This publication has not been 
subjected to the formal TRB peer review process.  
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Panel Sessions  
 
 
SESSION 1: WORKSHOP OVERVIEW AND PARTICIPANT INTRODUCTIONS  
 
The workshop started with an overview by Shaheen and Chernick. Shaheen set the stage for the 
day by presenting a review of the agenda and kicked off participant introductions. More than 150 
people attended the two-part workshop. 
 
 
SESSION 2: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S  
MOBILITY ON DEMAND PROGRAM: NUTS AND BOLTS 
 
The first panel session of the morning, moderated by Vince Valdes, Associate Administrator for 
Research, Demonstration, and Innovation, FTA, consisted of four U.S. DOT expert panelists: 
Gwo-Wei Torng, Director, Office of Mobility Innovation, FTA; Egan Smith, Managing Director, 
ITS JPO; Martin Knopp, Associate Administrator for Operations, Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA); and Bob Sheehan, Multimodal ITS Program Manager, ITS JPO.  

Torng opened the session providing an overview of the MOD Program: “MOD is a vision 
for an integrated multimodal network of safe, carefree, affordable, and reliable transportation 
options available to all.” He described the FTA approach to MOD and uniqueness within the U.S. 
DOT. Torng emphasized that the FTA MOD Sandbox has five key program components: 1) 
development of performance metrics to measure MOD success; 2) on-ramp planning support; 3) 
innovation and knowledge acceleration; 4) stakeholder engagement and outreach; and 5) policies 
and practices.  

Egan Smith from ITS JPO first introduced his office’s role in facilitating collaboration 
across the U.S. DOT in the field of ITS and supporting multimodal efforts. The JPO’s role includes 
supporting research to understand the challenges and opportunities that ITS has in addressing the 
impact of technology in disrupting traditional mobility, including the movement of goods and 
people. Smith discussed the advent of the smartphone and cloud technologies coupled with the 
sharing economy and its impacts on transportation services. The combination of technological 
advancement and the sharing economy has led to the mainstreaming of sharing, renting, and 
borrowing of transportation services as a viable concept. Smith discussed how technology is 
changing mobility, travel, and the consumption of resources. Smith emphasized how technology 
enables the U.S. DOT and the transportation sector to take these applied concepts to the next level. 
Smith emphasized that the U.S. DOT’s MOD Program is a multimodal program to study emerging 
mobility services, public transit operations, goods delivery services, real-time data services, and 
other concepts that can advance access to mobility, goods, and services for all.  

Martin Knopp from FHWA talked about the multifaceted role of FHWA in supporting 
multimodality and MOD. Knopp emphasized that MOD cannot be focused solely on the 
movement of people, but it must also focus on goods movement. Knopp emphasized his office’s 
focus on MOD related to active transportation demand management. Knopp discussed a number of 
trajectories toward connected vehicle (CV) and automated vehicle advancement including changes 
in investment decisions, policy, technology, and mobility consumption. From an operations and 
active transportation demand management perspective, Knopp emphasized the importance of 
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maximizing capacity within the existing infrastructure footprint and working together to respond to 
ongoing and future changes that are impacting the transportation network. 

Bob Sheehan from ITS JPO began by introducing a number of trends that are impacting the 
transportation sector including a growing population, an aging population, an expanding number of 
travelers with special needs, and increasing technology adoption. Sheehan introduced the MOD 
concept of operations to the workshop participants including: its traveler-centric emphasis, MOD 
enablers, and the flexibility of MOD solutions that can be applied across an array of built 
environments and land uses. Sheehan emphasized the importance of accessibility and briefly 
introduced the U.S. DOT’s Accessible Transportation Technologies Research Initiative (ATTRI). 
ATTRI is a joint U.S. DOT initiative, co-led by FHWA, FTA, and ITS JPO, with support from the 
National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research, and other federal 
partners. The purpose of ATTRI is to develop and implement transformative applications to 
improve mobility options for all travelers, particularly those with disabilities. Sheehan concluded 
by introducing four potential future scenarios: 

 
1. Maintaining the status quo;  
2. A future with integrated public transit;  
3. A future with connected mobility; and  
4. An integrated automated and connected future.  
 
Sheehan finished by sharing with workshop participants the recently released “Mobility on 

Demand Operational Concept Report.” This report is available at https://rosap.ntl.bts.gov/view 
/dot/34258. 

At the conclusion of the presentations, Valdes moderated a panel discussion about the 
economic impacts of MOD, both from the public agency and the household perspective. Torng 
opened the panel discussion reminding workshop participants that every trip a person makes is 
generally for an economic purpose (either productivity or consumption) and all mobility activity 
translates into economic value. Sheehan emphasized the importance of understanding the micro- 
and macro-economic impacts of MOD and stated that we are just beginning to understand the 
evolution of the business models within the MOD marketplace. Knopp stated that the public sector 
needs to monitor and respond to implications of emerging transportation technologies on 
transportation finance (e.g., the Highway Trust Fund, increased capital, and operational costs 
associated with designing for automation).  
 
 
SESSION 3: FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION’S MOBILITY ON DEMAND 
SANDBOX: EXPLORING INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODELS AND ECONOMIC 
IMPACTS 
 
In the second session, experts in this panel spoke about the business models and economic impacts 
of MOD. Moderator Rik Opstelten of FTA opened the session by stating that “Nothing happens if 
people are not mobile.” Opstelten then explained the vision of MOD is to ensure universal 
mobility.  

Torng reminded workshop participants that the MOD Sandbox provides a venue through 
which integrated MOD concepts and solutions—supported through local partnerships—are 
demonstrated in real-world settings. Torng provided an overview and history of the Sandbox 
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program that began with an $8-million funding allocation to conduct research on emerging service 
options in combination with available technologies that allow for greater individual mobility. 
Torng introduced three of the 11 Sandbox grantee sites (public agencies and vendors) represented 
at the workshop:  

 
1. Valley Metro (Phoenix, Arizona);  
2. Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) District (San Francisco, California); and  
3. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA Metro) (representing 

sister project locations in Los Angeles, California, and Seattle, Washington).  
 
Marla Westervelt stated that LA Metro wanted to form an equitable, affordable, and 

accessible service delivery partnership with a TNC. Westervelt stated that to accomplish this goal, 
the service had to be smartcard-compatible (for unbanked users), wheelchair-accessible, and 
provide a telephone dispatch option for users without access to a smartphone. Zachary Wasserman 
representing Via, LA Metro’s vendor, discussed the ongoing partnership to subsidize rides that 
makes it affordable for users and economically sustainable for LA Metro. Wasserman highlighted 
their ongoing effort to support tap card integration, so riders will be able to use an integrated fare 
payment card for both Via and LA Metro services.  

Nikki Foletta provided an introduction to the BART rail system and its role as a parking 
manager. BART owns and operates more than 47,000 parking spaces across the entire system. 
Foletta explained that the current carpool parking program has problems with single-occupant 
vehicles (SOVs) parking in carpool spots, and part of the motivation to partner with Scoop was to 
create an innovative parking program that allows BART riders to dynamically find carpool 
matches. “Scoop is a technology company that allows carpooling to scale,” said Robert Sadow of 
Scoop. Scoop’s focus is to systematically break down the challenges associated with carpooling, 
such as separating morning and evening trips and allowing a person to change their carpooling 
schedule day-to-day. Sadow sees particular opportunities at end-of-line public transit stations. 
Scoop also partners with BART to enforce carpool parking by sharing license plate data. 
Partnership goals include reducing SOV travel, increasing ridership, and reducing the vehicle miles 
traveled associated with first-and-last-mile connections to the BART network. The program has 
already launched at seven BART stations.  

Hannah Quinsey of Valley Metro introduced their two-part Sandbox demonstration 
consisting of a mobility platform and an AV pilot. Valley Metro wanted to enhance the customer 
experience and create a seamless mobility app connected to other modes. Additionally, Valley 
Metro wanted to incorporate real-time bus data and mobile ticketing. In terms of equity, Valley 
Metro wanted the app to be accessible to unbanked users. Valley Metro is planning on employing 
reloadable passes at retail stores, allowing the app to be used without a credit card. Valley Metro’s 
vendor Route Match is creating geofences around all of the stops in the public transit network to 
provide audible queues for riders to enhance accessibility for visually impaired users. Valley Metro 
has worked with a lot of private companies to develop the app and related functionalities. With 
respect to Valley Metro’s AV pilot, the agency will pursue a handful of test cases. Valley Metro’s 
RideChoice program offers discounted taxi fares to qualified seniors and people with disabilities. 
Valley Metro plans to offer AV rides as a vehicle choice within the RideChoice program. Quinsey 
stated that Valley Metro would also like to explore providing shared AV rides for users traveling to 
or from a parking-and-ride facility or a rail station.  
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Sharon Feigon of the Shared-Use Mobility Center served as a commentator on the panel. She 
emphasized the importance of public agencies to think holistically and traveler-centric mobility. 
Feigon also highlighted the importance of moving fast and being flexible to find solutions to make 
MOD work. Feigon also said that the BART project offered an opportunity to spread peak-hour 
demand and improve operational performance by reducing train crowding. Feigon concluded by 
recognizing the challenges associated with public–private partnerships. Feigon emphasized the 
importance of including all stakeholders in program success, even if it slows the pilot process down.  

At the conclusion of the moderated panel discussion, Opstelten opened the panel to audience 
questions. A member of the audience asked a question about marketing the pilot projects. The panel 
members explained that marketing was a big part of their project. Foletta of BART explained that the 
local news media had been reporting on the pilot project. Westervelt of LA Metro explained that 
although their pilot was still in the planning stages, LA Metro intended to invest heavily into 
marketing efforts for the program. Quinsey explained that Valley Metro had assembled a beta test 
group for their app, which is also serving a dual function of education and outreach about their pilot 
program.  
 
 
SESSION 4: EVALUATION OF MOBILITY ON DEMAND:  
BIG DATA, KEY METRICS, AND EARLY FINDINGS 
 
As part of the third panel, Steve Mortensen of FTA moderated an expert discussion of big data, key 
metrics, and early findings from the MOD Sandbox evaluation. The independent evaluation is being 
led by panelists Gustave Cordahi of Booz Allen Hamilton and Shaheen of UC Berkeley.  

Cordahi and Shaheen began the session with an overview of the independent evaluation for 
the MOD Sandbox program. Cordahi and Shaheen reminded workshop participants that the 
innovations developed in the MOD Sandbox have the potential to transform how public transit is 
delivered nationally and that a comprehensive independent evaluation helps to guide future program 
direction based on the benefits and impacts identified during the study. The comprehensive 
independent evaluation of the MOD Sandbox will describe lessons learned, identify business and 
partnership models that are most likely to succeed, and highlight innovations and best practices.  

Cordahi and Shaheen also presented the site-specific evaluation framework consisting of:  
 
1. Identifying project goals and evaluation hypotheses;  
2. Developing performance metrics;  
3. Identifying types of data and data sources; and  
4. Developing methods for evaluation (e.g., quantitative versus qualitative methods).  
 
The evaluation team presented to workshop participants the three types of hypotheses that are 

being studied:  
 
1. User-impact hypotheses (e.g., impact on behavior, decisions, commute, or lifestyle of 

travelers);  
2. System operations hypotheses (e.g., impacts on system operations or cost); and  
3. Institutional hypotheses (e.g., lessons learned and best practices from project experience).  
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They also discussed the categorization of the 11 MOD Sandbox projects by use case (i.e., trip 
planning/payment integration, first/last mile, supplemental/extended service, flexible 
pricing/incentives, innovative paratransit services, and parking utilization) and data 
management/warehousing.  

Sarah Olexsak of the U.S. Department of Energy described her agency’s interest in working 
with the MOD Sandbox program to identify energy-related metrics that can be studied on up to five 
of the MOD Sandbox locations. Olexsak explained that these metrics, once defined, will be 
incorporated into the logic models and data collection plans for the independent evaluation of the 11 
MOD Sandbox projects. Olexsak said that the data will be analyzed and studied through a case study 
approach. To conduct this analysis, Olexsak explained, DOE anticipates requiring:  

 
1. The make, model, year, and fuel efficiency of the vehicles providing services;  
2. Origin and destination;  
3. Number of occupants for a trip; and  
4. The estimated energy consumption of the trip that would have occurred in substitution of 

the trip facilitated by the project.  
 
Olexsak emphasized the importance of finding partners that are able to share these types 

of data.  
At the conclusion of the presentations, Steven Mortensen moderated a panel discussion about 

the independent evaluation asking panelists about the data types that are difficult to obtain, the 
approach for gathering data, and if the data are not available, how can the data be obtained (either 
through an alternative means or a proxy). Shaheen responded stating that “the most challenging types 
of data to obtain are data involving people’s privacy and proprietary interests. When you get into data 
collection and analysis, it is not surprising to find that you can identify an individual based on origin–
destination travel patterns. Figuring out the right proxies or the right level of aggregation is the 
workaround. Furthermore, there is the challenge of protecting proprietary vendor information. 
Similarly, the workaround is to find the right level of aggregation (e.g., combining data among 
companies or to go to a higher level of data aggregation).” Shaheen emphasized that trip-level data 
represents some of the most sensitive data. Cordahi stated that user self-report data through surveys 
can help fill gaps in knowledge where actual behavior data are unavailable. Cordahi reminded 
workshop participants that it is not only important to have a sufficient sample size but also a 
sufficient sample size within representative groups (e.g., low-income, minority). Olexsak emphasized 
the importance of having access to data, advancing knowledge, and the importance of return-on-
investment from taxpayer dollars in public–private partnerships, such as MOD.  

Lessons learned identified from the panelists included the following: 
 

• A reminder that project stakeholders remain focused on project goals (and not get 
sidetracked on overcoming technological and implementation challenges);  

• The importance of remaining flexible and open to change (e.g., technologies, partners); 
and  

• The need to protect personal identifiable information and proprietary data from public 
records requests.  
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Shaheen talked about three levels of MOD data in management/warehousing: MOD site level 
and partner data (for operations and internal reporting); controlled access data for independent 
evaluation purposes; and public research and access data from the U.S. DOT.  
 



 
 
 

10 

Breakout Sessions  
 
 

fter Session 4, Bob Sheehan and Christina Gikakis of FTA facilitated the breakout group 
discussions. The workshop attendees organized into one of four breakout sessions and 

discussed different aspects of MOD implementation: 1) managing/understanding pilot data; 2) 
equity and accessibility; 3) economic impacts and innovative business models; and 4) planning 
for MOD (land use, zoning, etc.). Breakouts were conducted at each table by facilitators and note 
takers and summarized by four breakout moderators (one for each topic area). Facilitators at each 
table followed a standard protocol intended to probe key questions applicable to each MOD 
focus area. The protocol asked participants to spend 75 min (approximately 25 min per topic 
area) discussing the following questions/themes:  
 

• Identify key issues to advancing focus area from public- and private-sector 
perspectives.  

• Identify possible solutions for addressing (what we know, what don’t we know, what 
are the key questions) this area from public- and private-sector perspectives.  

• What role can research play in advancing these areas in the context of public–private 
partnerships? 
 

After a lively exchange of ideas in the breakout sessions, lead moderators of each 
breakout reported back the key ideas that came out of their respective discussions. Special thanks 
go to the following individuals for their role as facilitators and note takers during the breakout 
session:  

 
1. Managing and Understanding Pilot Data. Jean Ruestman, Emerging and 

Innovative Public Transport and Technologies Committee co-chair and Michigan DOT; Gustave 
Cordahi, Booz Allen Hamilton; and Jana Sochor, Chalmers University of Technology and RISE 
Viktoria. 

2. Equity and Accessibility. Carol Schweiger, Emerging and Innovative Public 
Transport and Technologies Committee co-chair and Schweiger Consulting LLC; Prachi 
Vakharia, Steer Davies Gleave, Inc.; and Chris Pangilinan, Transit Center. 

3. Economic Impacts and Innovative Business Models. Dan Baxter, Stantec; Balaji 
Yelchuru, Audi; and Allen Greenberg, FHWA. 

4. Planning for Mobility on Demand. Adam Cohen, Transportation Sustainability 
Research Center; Sharon Feigon, Shared-Use Mobility Center; and Alexandra Cohen, 
Foursquare Integrated Transportation Planning, Inc.  
 
 
MANAGING AND UNDERSTANDING PILOT DATA 
 
Managing and understanding pilot data was summarized by Jean Ruestman. Key issues related to 
the management and understanding of the pilot data identified included:  
 

1. Protecting personal privacy (i.e., how can data be stored and shared to protect privacy);  

A 
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2. Safeguarding proprietary data (i.e., identifying who owns proprietary data and who 
has access to the data); and  

3. The need for better communication between the public and private sectors on both 
why and what data are needed.  
 

This breakout group thought it was critical to define research questions prior to MOD 
pilot solicitation and require a data sharing and management plan as part of all federally funded 
grantee–vendor contracts as a key strategy for data exchange. Session participants also 
highlighted the importance of communication to private-sector partners on pilot data 
requirements (and separating these) from long-term or operational data that are needed if the 
project continues in perpetuity. Other possible strategies identified included inviting the private 
sector to participate in the development of research questions and the data toolbox that includes 
sample data metrics and data needs. This breakout group concluded that:  

 
1. Research can aid the public and private sectors in overcoming privacy and proprietary 

concerns by acting as an independent intermediary between stakeholder groups;  
2. Academia can establish a research-focused secure data repository to collect, manage, 

and protect data; and  
3. Research can define what “privacy” and “proprietary” means within the 

transportation community.  
 
 
EQUITY AND ACCESSIBILITY 
 
Equity and accessibility was summarized by Prachi Vakharia and Carol Schweiger. Key issues 
related to equity and accessibility identified included opportunities and challenges of MOD to 
enhance accessibility for:  
 

1. People with disabilities; 
2. Low-income and underbanked households; 
3. Digitally impoverished households; and  
4. Rural communities.  

 
Additional issues identified included defining the government’s role in regulating and 

enforcing equity and accessibility among private sector and quasi public–private services and 
identifying the right “carrots and sticks” to ensure equitable accessibility for all. Potential 
strategies identified included:  

 
1. Identifying methods for scaling MOD across multiple land use and built environments;  
2. Developing enabling technologies and accessible vehicles (e.g., ATTRI program); and  
3. Increasing competition to develop accessible vehicles.  
 
Key research needs identified included:  
 
1. More research on users;  
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2. Greater research on attractive incentives for companies and drivers to provide 
accessible services;  

3. What happens to accessibility if a service provider has replaced an incumbent mode 
and that service provider latter leaves the marketplace; and  

4. Identifying lessons learned from other industries.  
 
Additional research needs that were also discussed include:  
 
1. The role of public–private partnerships (from across the world),  
2. Methods for establishing service delivery options, and  
3. Options for more accessible bikesharing. 

 
 
ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODELS 
 
Economic impacts and innovative business models was summarized by Balaji Yelchuru. Key 
issues to advancing innovative business models associated with MOD included supporting 
public–private partnerships, first-and-last mile connections to public transportation, flexible 
route and free-floating services, and shared AVs. Key issues for understanding the economic 
impacts of MOD included a greater understanding of the affordability of MOD and its role in 
lowering personal and household transportation costs and the role of MOD in facilitating new 
service delivery options that bridge gaps within the existing transportation network. Additional 
issues identified included:  
 

1. Understanding the economic impact of regulation; 
2. The government’s role in incentivizing innovation;  
3. Understanding what business models are needed to make pilot programs sustainable, and  
4. Understanding how to maximize opportunities and minimize challenges associated 

with public–private partnerships, particularly in the areas of revenue and data sharing.  
 

Possible solutions to advance innovative business models included:  
 

1. Leveling the regulatory playing field across all modes; 
2. Supporting innovative fare policies and management; 
3. Leveraging incentives and gamification to support the adoption of MOD; and  
4. Recognizing that mod should be customized to meet local needs (i.e., one solution 

does not fit all).  
 

There was also some discussion in the breakout group about how the government can 
remove obstacles to support public–private partnerships that can further expand MOD adoption. 
The breakout session identified three key research needs:  
 

1. The need to understand personal and household economic decision-making pertaining 
to modal choice (and the decision to use or not to use MOD);  

2. The need for greater understanding about lessons learned and best practices for MOD 
(e.g., why is MOD successful in one location but not another); and  
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3. The need for more MOD pilots (including some public–private partnerships).  
 
 
PLANNING FOR MOBILITY ON DEMAND 
 
Planning for MOD was summarized by Alexandra Cohen and Sharon Feigon. Key issues to 
advancing MOD planning from public- and private-sector perspectives included:  
 

1. The role of public rights-of-way (e.g., curb access and parking for mod modes),  
2. Incentive zoning to encourage higher-density development for the inclusion of MOD 

planning and disincentivizing sprawl,  
3. Scaling mod across a variety of built environments, and  
4. Incorporating mod into transportation planning and modeling.  

 
Possible strategies for advancing MOD planning included incorporating MOD into the 

public rights-of-way and through inclusionary zoning and encouraging mixed-use development 
and shared parking that encourages active transportation modes and “park once” (e.g., driving to 
a destination and walking to subsequent destinations rather than moving a vehicle) behaviors. 
Additional strategies to advance MOD planning included the development of mobility hubs that 
include not only MOD modes but also mixed-use transit-oriented development around the 
mobility hub and digital integration through common apps and fare payment platforms. The 
breakout group also discussed how public policy research, best practices, and lessons learned can 
lead to the advancement of MOD policy. Additionally, participants noted the importance of 
MOD travel behavior research for the inclusion in transportation planning models.  
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Closing Thoughts and Key Takeaways  
 
 

haheen and Chernick reunited workshop participants in the closing plenary session for a brief 
final workshop summary. The workshop featured the U.S. DOT’s MOD Program and 

provided information on recent innovations and lessons learned from three of the MOD Sandbox 
sites. The panel and breakout sessions highlighted opportunities and challenges from experts 
representing public agencies, academia, private companies, and technology futurists. The role of 
data and MOD was discussed in a variety of contexts (e.g., how data should be shared, stored, 
and protected; and the implications of data on structuring public–private partnerships). The need 
for equity and not leaving anyone behind was also a key theme discussed throughout the panel 
and breakout sessions.  

Key insights and discussion points from the workshop are listed below: 
 

• The U.S. DOT’s MOD Program is multimodal and supported across multiple U.S. 
DOT agencies and offices;  

• Lessons learned and best practices are still emerging from the MOD Sandbox with 
respect to public–private partnerships. Workshop participants had lots of questions pertaining to 
the structuring of public–private partnerships, revenue sharing, data sharing, and serving people 
with special needs;  

• The management and understanding of pilot data including the protection of personal 
privacy (i.e., how can data be stored and shared to protect privacy) and the safeguarding of 
proprietary data (i.e., identifying who owns proprietary data and who has access to the data) were 
identified as the two prominent issues requiring standardization and guidance to support future 
MOD public–private partnerships.  
 

The interactive breakout sessions provided an opportunity for the audience to get directly 
involved with the speakers after listening to the three panel sessions. A vibrant discussion ensued 
on focus areas, solutions, and research needs for expanding MOD. Many participants expressed 
the need to improve collective understanding of travel behavior, equity, and economic impacts of 
MOD modes and opportunities for data sharing, revenue sharing, and physical and digital 
multimodal integration. Broadly, the workshop facilitated a much-needed forum among experts 
and practitioners from diverse backgrounds and informed the audience about developments, 
challenges, and the future of MOD. 

 

S
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Workshop Agenda 
 

SUSAN SHAHEEN 
Transportation Sustainability Research Center, UC Berkeley, presiding 

 
JEFFREY CHERNICK 

RideAmigos, presiding 
 

Sunday, January 7, 2018, 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Walter E. Washington Convention Center, Room 150A 
Washington, D.C. 

 
Sponsored by the following committees:  
 

• Emerging and Innovative Public Transport and Technologies Committee (AP020);  
• Shared-Use Mobility and Public Transit Subcommittee [AP020(1)];  
• Emerging Ridesharing Solutions Joint Subcommittee [AP020(2)];  
• Automated Transit Systems (AP040);  
• Transportation Demand Management Committee (ABE50); and  
• Regional Transportation Systems Management and Operations Committee (AHB10). 

 
 

Session 1: 9:00 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. (1/2 hour) 
Workshop Overview and Participant Introductions 

Susan Shaheen, UC Berkeley, and Jeffrey Chernick, RideAmigos 
 
Session 2: 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. (1 hour) 

U.S. Department of Transportation’s Mobility on Demand Program: Nuts and Bolts 
Vince Valdes, FTA, moderator 
 
• MOD Program Leadership: Gwo-Wei Torng, FTA; Egan Smith, ITS JPO; and Martin 
Knopp, FHWA 
• Introduction to MOD Concept of Operations, Bob Sheehan, ITS JPO 
• Audience Q&A 

 
BREAK: 10:30 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 

 
Session 3: 10:45 a.m. to Noon (1 hour and 15 minutes) 

Federal Transit Administration’s Mobility on Demand Sandbox:  
Exploring Innovative Business Models and Economic Impacts 

Rik Opstelten, FTA, Moderator 
 
• 11 MOD Sandbox Overview. 3-Site Panel, representing public-private perspectives. 
Gwo-Wei Torng, FTA 
• Two-Region MOD partnership: Los Angeles, CA, and Seattle, WA. Marla Westervelt, 
LA Metro and Zachary Wasserman, Via 
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• Integrated carpooling at BART: San Francisco Bay Area, CA. Nikki Foletta, BART and 
Robert Sadow, Scoop 
• Valley Metro AV Shuttle and Mobility Platform: Phoenix, AZ. Hannah R. Quinsey, 
Valley Metro Rail 
• Commentator, Sharon Feigon, Shared-Use Mobility Center 

 
LUNCH BREAK: 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. 

 
Session 4: 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. (1 hour) 

Evaluation of Mobility on Demand: Big Data, Key Metrics, and Early Findings 
Steve Mortensen, FTA, Moderator 
 
• Evaluation Framework. Gustave Cordahi, Booz Allen Hamilton 
• Hypothesis Testing and Data Management. Susan Shaheen, UC Berkeley 
• Research Partnership/Energy Data. Sarah Olexsak, U.S. Department of Energy 

 
Interactive Breakouts: 2:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. (1 hour and 15 minutes) 

Deeper Dive: MOD Opportunities and Obstacles: Overview and Objectives 
Bob Sheehan, ITS JPO, and Christina Gikakis, FTA  
 
Breakouts include facilitated discussions on opportunities and obstacles. Each breakout 
group will follow a guided protocol to foster a lively discussion on opportunities and 
challenges from both the public and private sector perspective in each focus area:  
 
1. Managing and Understanding Pilot Data;  
2. Equity and Accessibility; 
3. Economic Impacts and Innovative Business Models; and 
4. Planning for Mobility on Demand. 
 

BREAK: 3:45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (15 minutes) 
 

Rapporteurs Report Back and Final Wrap Up: 4:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (1/2 hour) 
Susan Shaheen, UC Berkeley, and Jeffrey Chernick, RideAmigos, Rapporteurs 
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APPENDIX A 
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